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Abstract. There are several data silos containing information about business 

entities and people but are not semantically connected. If in integration process of 

data sources trust management is also employed than we can expect much higher 

success rate in relations discovery among entities. Majority of current mash-up 

approaches that deal with integration of information from several data sources 

omit or don't fully address the aspect of trust. In this paper we discuss semantic 

integration of personal and business information from various data sources 

coupled with trust layer. The resulting system has higher and more defined solidity 

while trust for single entity and also for data source is defined. The case study 

presented in the paper focuses on integration of personal information from data 

sources mainly maintained by government authorities who have higher trustability 

than information from social networks, but we also include other less trusted 

sources. The developed SocioLeaks system allows users traversal and further 

relation discovery in a graph based manner. 
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1. Introduction 

System interoperability is an important issue, widely recognized in information 

technology intensive enterprises and in the research community of information systems. 

The widely adoption of the World Wide Web to access and distribute information 

further stressed the need for interoperability. In order to allow software agents to 

understand and process the web information in a more intelligent way, researchers have 

created the Semantic Web vision [2], where data has structure and ontologies describe 

the semantics of the data. When a wide variety of software agents could communicate 

with each other in a flexible and intelligent way, systems interoperability will be 

greatly enhanced. 

The Semantic Web offers a compelling vision, yet it also raises many difficult 

challenges.  One of the key challenges is the problem of trust as a method of dealing 

with uncertainty. This aspect is especially significant when dealing with online 

personal information. There are several online data sources that include information 

about business entities and people. They provide basic information about business 

entity, like company name, tax number, business address, legal organization form, 

share capital, partners and share equity interests, authorized representatives, members 



of the supervisory board etc. These sources include European Business Register 

(EBR) for all European based companies and also detailed information for individual 

countries can be identified, e.g. Public Legal Records and Related Services, Public 

spending at Public Payments Administration, list of registered researchers, list of 

doctors performing public health service, people listed in telephone directories etc. In 

addition to data sources maintained mainly by government authorities there are also 

others that are community based. First group of sources are nowadays very popular 

social networks, which include Facebook, LinkedIn etc. Besides semi-structured and 

structured sources of data, the vast majority of information still can be found in 

unstructured data sources. One of the largest sources is of course the World Wide Web 

and for our problem domain the newspaper articles (e.g. BBC, CNN, Delo, Finance 

etc.) hold very useful information about business entities and people.  The structure of 

the data can be semi-automatically acquired by employing text-mining methods and 

supported by ontology. 

So, interoperability among applications in heterogeneous systems depends 

critically on the ability to map between their corresponding ontologies and establishing 

a trust layer. We have a vast amount of information available about people and 

business entities at our hand that we have to manually digest and traverse to draw some 

conclusions, add value to raw data at individual data silos and discover some relations 

which are possible only after integration of several data sources. The integration of this 

data is not straightforward and requires a lot of tedious tasks which are not automated 

and usually have to be manually performed by humans. Nevertheless, there is also a 

problem of trust in individual entity and data source. 

This paper tackles the problem of trust management in semantic integration and is 

structured as follows. First we present related approaches in section 2 with clear 

definition of the problem and solution proposal. Next, in section 3, we introduce trust 

in semantic integration of data with the definition of trust used throughout the paper. 

This section also includes the details of our approach in trust modelling with 

corresponding algorithm for trust delegation. To support the trust management, 

different types of trust and several layers of trust are presented. Details of the case 

study implementation are discussed in section 4. These include the architecture of our 

approach, data source and common ontologies developed and GUI that enables users 

searching for patterns across different data sources, traversal and further relation 

discovery. Finally the last section 5 presents conclusions. 

2. Related work 

2.1. Review of related approaches 

Several aspects of Semantic Web and Social Networks are tackled in [10], where 

author introduces web data and semantics in social network applications, knowledge 

representation on the Semantic Web, modelling and aggregating social network data, 

developing social-semantic applications etc. The author also points out the 

folksonomies that could have also played a key role in breaking down the complexity 

of building applications with enhanced semantics. Authors in [5] discuss employment 

of social networking and semantic web technology in software engineering. Their 

approach is based on using existing Web 2.0 services such as social bookmarking and 

blogs as the infrastructure to share knowledge artefacts. Similar problems are addressed 



in [1], where authors highline steps, techniques and technologies for the development 

of intelligent applications based on Semantic Web Services based on a case study in e-

learning systems. They identify several problems with development of this kind of 

applications. This includes unguided development, performance on loading ontologies, 

integration mechanisms, fault tolerance etc. An interesting study can be found in [4], 

where authors discuss the avatar (virtual person on behalf of real users) in the context 

of intelligent social Semantic Web. They try to identify how people will try to shape 

and use their avatars with the respect to social data portability. Another study in [13] is 

giving insight into exploitation of social semantic technology for software development 

team configuration. They present a system for supporting the design of teams for 

software development projects, which combines the benefits of semantics and social 

networks. The authors also propose a full-fledged solution backed with an 

implementation that has been tested in the scope of small and medium enterprises 

(SME). Author in [7] discusses about collective knowledge systems and the common 

points of Social Web and the Semantic Web. His approach proposes a class of 

applications called collective knowledge systems, which unlock the "collective 

intelligence" of the Social Web with knowledge representation and reasoning 

techniques of the Semantic Web. 

In the domain of trust management there are several approaches that tackle this 

problem. Authors in [12] discuss about modelling and evaluation of trust with an 

extension in Semantic Web. The paper reviews well known methods of trust modelling 

and trust evaluation and proposes a new method for evaluating trust with greater 

simplicity and enhanced accuracy. Authors in [9] talk about trust-annotated ontology 

integration using social modelling. Their approach weights authors of ontologies and 

the resources they provide. This information is then used to assist integration process 

for an evolutionary trust model to calculate the level of credibility of resources. 

Authors in [11] discuss trust management for the Semantic Web. Their approach 

employs the idea of a web of trust, in which each user maintains trusts for a small 

number of other users. Each user therefore receives a personalized set of trusts. Authors 

in [8] talk about trust strategies for the Semantic Web. The paper identifies five 

common strategies of trust and discusses their envisaged costs and benefits. 

There are several web portals that deal with integration of data from several data 

sources and also variety of approaches that deal with aggregation of personal 

information about people from different social networks [3]. Majority of methods work 

with USA based data that can be accessed and consumed in structured and opened 

manner, while they lack worldwide support, where this information is available mainly 

in unstructured form. These services mainly offer integration of data from social 

networks (e.g. FriendFeed, iSearch, Facebook etc.) and also others (e.g. PeopleFinders, 

Glassdoor, Search Systems etc.) that focus on extraction of personal information from 

the web, public records databases etc. The basic features can usually be employed for 

free, while advanced search capabilities are offered for a fee. 

2.2. PROBLEM AND PROPOSAL FOR SOLUTION 

The related work pointed out that there are several data silos containing information 

about business entities and people but are not semantically connected. The web of data 

that would integrate these isolated data sources can be beneficial in several scenarios. 

One of the problems in modern days that is becoming more and more problematic is 

the corruption. In crossing the frontiers of legislation some business entities or people 



can be very innovative by including multiple entities with the purpose of covering the 

trails of questionable actions. This also includes all sorts of fraud detections with 

insurance companies, banks and other public institutions. With the availability of such 

integrated system we can easily traverse the interconnected entities and focus on some 

specific patterns. If these activities are backed up by integrated data sources with trust 

management layer we can expect much higher success rate. Majority of current mash-

up approaches that deal with integration of information from several data sources omit 

or don't fully address the aspect of trust. Existing case studies also mainly focus on 

personal information from social networks which are not very reliable as users for 

various reasons tend to give false information [6]. 

In this paper authors propose semantic integration of personal and business 

information from various data sources coupled with trust layer. The resulting system 

has higher and more defined solidity while trust for single entity and also for data 

source is defined. The case study presented in the paper focuses on integration of 

personal information from data sources mainly maintained by government authorities 

which have higher trustability than information from social networks. 

3. Trust in semantic integration of data 

3.1. The definition of trust 

The core concept for the Semantic Web is data integration and use from different 

sources. The tools for implementing the Semantic Web are designed for encoding data 

and sharing data from many different sources. In our approach we emphasize the aspect 

of trust. There are several meanings related to trust [6] when dealing with the process 

of data integration and trust management. It is viewed diversely in different areas, e.g. 

in computer networks it is interpreted as security and access control, in distributed 

systems means reliability and in game theory and policies is viewed as correct decision 

making under uncertainty. In this paper trust is viewed as a measurable belief that 

utilizes personal experiences: experiences of others or possibly combined experiences, 

to make trustworthy decisions about an entity. This view is adapted based on the trust 

definition given in [12]. In this work a trustworthy decision is assumed to be a 

transitive process such that there is a web of trust network in which a link between two 

entities means that a trustworthy decision has been made and the quantitative value of 

that trust has been evaluated. 

3.2. Modelling trust 

Our approach is based on RDF language that is a standard model for data interchange 

on the Web. RDF has features that facilitate data merging even if the underlying 

schemas differ, and it specifically supports the evolution of schemas over time without 

requiring all the data consumers to be changed. By supporting RDF, our approach is 

directly applicable also in the environment of RDFS and OWL which extend RDF. 



 
Figure 1. Different types of trust can be defined for each entity. 

We define trust for every entity which implies that every RDF triple in our data 

store has information about trust. Trust management used throughout the paper 

introduces two independent levels of trust (see figure 1) and trust T of entity e is 

comprised of: 

 data source trust    ( ) and 

 entity trust   ( ), which further consists of 

o schema level entity trust   
    ( ) and 

o instance level entity trust   
    ( ). 

Data source trust    ( ) defines the level of confidence of data source and is 

common for all information that is derived from selected data source (e.g. user 

provided information, collected online have lower level of confidence than information 

acquired from official databases from public administration sector as depicted in figure 

2). Entity trust   ( ) is defined for every ontological entity (e.g. class, data property, 

object property, individual etc.) and defines the atomic level of confidence for selected 

entities. 

Trust T of entity e has range  ( )  [   ] and is defined as follows: 

 ( )     ( )    ( ) (1) 

Entity trust   ( ) is furthermore dependent on schema level entity trust   
    ( ) 

and by crowd sourcing approach of user’s votes that result in instance level entity trust 

  
    ( ). Entity trust   ( ) is defined as follows: 
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The schema level entity trust   
    ( )  is evaluated using the algorithm 1. In 
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Algorithm 1. Schema level entity trust delegation. 
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end for 

The instance level entity trust   
    ( ) is furthermore defined as follows: 

  
    ( )  

  

     
 (3) 

where    is the number of positive user’s votes and    is the number of negative 

user’s votes. The parameter a defines to which degree the user’s votes are incorporated 

into entity trust calculation. Parameter a is furthermore defined as follows: 

  {
         

   (     )

     
        

 (4) 

where t is a threshold that indicates the minimum number of votes so that the 

instance level trust is relevant. 

 
Figure 2. Excerpt of SocioLeaks ontology. 
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Figure 2 depicts an example from SocioLeaks system, developed within this study. 

The default values of trust for data source and entities are set to 100%, but users can 

further define any deviations. The trust for “Business entity” is calculated as 

 (               )     , which considers the data source trust of AJPES and the 

context of “Business entity” with all corresponding entities within its context. 

 (               ) depicts that we can trust the instances of class “Business entity” 

with the degree of 92%. This information represents the fact described with attributes 

title and tax number and furthermore a sub concept of entity class. 

The trust for “Researcher” is calculated as  (          )     , which 

considers the data source trust of SICRIS and the context of “Researcher” with all 

corresponding entities within its context.  (          ) depicts that we can trust the 

instances of class Researcher with the degree of 90%. This information represents the 

fact described with attributes research area, title, name and code, relation to business 

entity and furthermore a sub concept of entity class. 

The trust for “Person” is calculated as  (      )     , which considers the 

data source trust of user provided information and the context of “Person” with all 

corresponding entities within its context. The lower value of trust is influenced by the 

fact that user provided data source has a priori trust of    (      )      and also 

entity trusts for attributes are set to lower values. Users can elevate the value of trust 

for any selected entity by using crowd sourcing approach of voting and therefore 

influencing the trust value in the range of [       ]. 

4. SocioLeaks case study implementation 

4.1. Technology 

The SocioLeaks system was implemented using open source technologies of Apache 

Jena framework that support recent W3C standards in Semantic Web and linked-data 

applications. The system architecture is defined in several independent layers (see 

figure 3) that can be further optimized or extended for performance or semantic 

aspects. The schematic part of knowledge base (TBox component) is stored in-

memory, while ontology instances (ABox component) are persisted in native tuple 

store TDB. The selected graph based triple store supports SPARQL queries with 

additional support for property functions, aggregates and arbitrary length property 

paths. For reasoning capabilities Apache Jena Inference layer is included. We used 

built-in rule reasoner that supports transitive closure with some custom defined 

capabilities. This chosen setting is a compromise between semantic expressiveness and 

end user performance. 



 
Figure 2. SocioLeaks architecture. 

Ontology layer within our architecture supports RDF triples at its ground level and 

extends it with RDFS and some limited features of OWL (owl:sameAs, owl:inverseOf, 

owl:TransitiveProperty). Again, this is a compromise to enable greater performance but 

still regain high level of semantic expressiveness. To import information from external 

data sources custom parsers were developed for scraping information from mainly 

HTML presentation of data by using XQuery and regular expression technology. For 

data publishing, Fuseki, a data publishing server, was used for presenting and updating 

RDF models over the web using SPARQL and HTTP. 

4.2. Ontologies 

To support main functionalities of SocioLeaks system, several external data sources 

were integrated to enable users cross data source search and pattern discovery to find 

hidden relations between business entities and people. Figure 4 depicts a sub set of data 

sources used in our system. Every data source has defined data source trust and entity 

trust for each comprising entity. 

 
Figure 4. Set of data source ontologies. 
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entities can be found. The Health Insurance Institute of Slovenia (ZZZS) is an 

extensive source of information about physicians, dentists and gynaecologists and bring 

into system information about their names, occupancy, activity, employment in 

branches of organization units. Another valuable source of information is Slovenian 

Business Register (AJPES), where registered business entities can be found with 

several additional information – tax number, business register entry date, legal 

organization form, type, address, list of partners and authorized representatives. The 

AJPES data is further enriched by employment of Public Payments Administration 

(UJP) where information about money transaction between companies and budget 

users can be found. The information about researchers, research organizations and their 

bibliographic units is extracted from Slovenian Current Research Information System 

(SICRIS). All external data sources are extended by relations ontology, which is also 

the user entry point to SocioLeaks system. The relations ontology basically defines 

class “entity” and relation “knows” that relates two entities. Entity is then furthermore 

partitioned into business entity and person, while knows relations is specialised in 

several sub relations (has business relations, has family relations, is employed at, is 

registered at the same address etc.). 

4.3. Case study 

Currently SocioLeaks system holds almost 8M triples from several data sources as 

presented in section 4.2. Its main purpose is to enable users’ traversal and relations 

discovery among business entities and people employing Semantic Web technologies. 

This process is supported by HTML5 front end where users can search for entities; 

while results are displayed in graph based manner to enable them the traversal and 

further relation discovery (see figure 5). 

 
Figure 5. User front end of SocioLeaks system. 
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Users can either enter one selected entity and display all related associations to 

some level (set by neighbourhood setting) or enter two entities by finding all existing 

routes between those two entities and all other that are part of the path. User has the 

ability to set the filtering with selection of considered entities (business entity, person 

etc.) and selection of knows relations (son, daughter, married, employed etc.). 

There is also additional feature of timeline filtering with selection of timeframes 

for information we are interested in (e.g. display all relations that were present between 

selected company and its legal representative during some period of time). 

The novelty of our approach is the ability to incorporate trust in visualizing 

relations between people and business entities. We enable users to select the acceptable 

level of trust (see section 3) which is then considered in searching the relations and 

displaying them in a graph based manner. Every entity is accompanied by an indicator 

(value of trust displayed as progress bar and percentage value). By including the trust 

information users have more complete information about displayed relations among 

entities and can make more educated decisions. 

Users have also the ability to influence the trust management by voting on selected 

facts. Figure 5 depicts user action of voting for a fact that Marija Krajnc is a daughter 

on Ana Horvat. The user vote is taken into account when calculating instance level 

entity trust (see section 3 for details). By considering the schema level entity trust the 

overall level of trust for selected entity can increase or decrease, based on the user 

agreement. 

5. Conclusions and future work 

In this paper we proposed the use of Semantic Web technologies for semantic 

integration of data about business entities and people coupled with trust layer. By 

following this approach we enable users to seamlessly integrate data into web of data 

and introduce a single point of access by allowing users to perform queries across 

several data sources considering trust information about every entity. By defining data 

source ontologies that represent formal view of individual data source we set common 

ground for integration of unlimited data sources that we might want to include in the 

future. Data source ontologies are then linked to upper ontology for the domain of 

business entities and people which can be queried by using SPARQL language and 

therefore providing users a panoramic and integrated view on data sources. The added 

value of our approach is introduction of trust management layer that enables filtering 

the data based on the user preference. Several layers of trust are introduced – data 

source trust, schema level entity trust and instance level entity trust. By following this 

approach presented in the paper a priori trust is calculated based on the schema and 

data source while users are still allowed to influence the trust by employing crowd 

sourcing approach of voting for individual instances. The future work will include 

extending the set of integrated data sources and increasing the support for richer 

semantics by extending RDFS++ subset of supported OWL features. Further work will 

also focus on performance issues by optimization of triple store layer and improving 

querying capabilities.  
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